
MINI COUNTRYMAN and MINI Paceman. 

John cooper works tuning.

Keep it wild.
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FULL POWER JACKET.
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With John Cooper Works, powerful looks and striking design are not just for 

show – they are the outward sign of a total commitment to performance that 

has its roots in the world of motorsport. Take the components of the MINI 

Countryman aerodynamic package, for example. The front apron features 

aerodynamic spoiler attachments, while side skirts end in track-style air vents. 

At the back, there are motorsport-style attachments for the rear apron, 

incorporating a working diffuser, and sports exhaust tailpipe trims. 

The aerodynamic package as a whole gives your MINI Countryman or MINI 

Paceman more performance and more personality. And this is also refl ected 

in options like the light-alloy wheels, the dark sheen of the exterior mirror 

caps in Carbon and the the sports exhaust tailpipe trim in Chrome.

Aerodynamic package

Design package in Chili Red 

Sport stripes

Double Spoke R light-alloy wheel in Burnished Black

Black Line package

Cross Spoke R light-alloy wheel in Burnished Black

Sports aerial

LED additional headlights in Chrome/Brilliant Black

Double Spoke R light-alloy wheel in Matt Black

Exterior mirror caps in Carbon

Chrome tailpipe trim for sports silencer























THE BEAUTY OF THE BEAST.

(comprises brake air ducts, side stripes and mirror caps in a fi ery Chili Red.)
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relative torque and lateral acceleration gauges) will make you feel like the 

road has turned into a racetrack.

The sort of power that John Cooper Works Tuning gives the MINI Countryman 

and MINI Paceman requires total control: you can’t lose your focus even for a 

second. Which is why you need John Cooper Works components to give the 

interior of your MINI the look and feel of a thoroughbred racing car. The 

sports steering wheel in Alcantara with a Carbon trim feels every bit as good 

as it looks, and the gear lever features the same combination of high-quality 

materials. Just one look at the additional instruments (radiator temperature, 

FEEL THE POWER.







Sports steering wheel in Alcantara, with optional Carbon trim

Gear lever knob in Alcantara with Carbon strip

Additional instruments

GET A GRIP.
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OTHER ACCESSORIES AT A GLANCE.

Additional instruments

Double Spoke R in Matt Black, 

.J x  inches

Double Spoke R in Burnished 

Black, .J x  inches

Cross Spoke R in Burnished 

Black, .J x  inches

Side skirts

Gear lever knob in Alcantara

with Carbon strip

Gear lever knob in leather

with Carbon strip

Aerodynamic package front apron Rear apron with diffuser and

sports exhaust tailpipe trims

Chrome tailpipe trim 

for sports silencer 

EXTERIOR DESIGN.

Aerodynamics.

INTERIOR DESIGN.

Sports steering wheel  in leather, 

with optional Carbon trim

Sports steering wheel  in Alcantara, 

with optional Carbon trim

1 Not available in conjunction with optional gear shift paddles on the steering wheel
2 Where multifunction buttons are specifi ed, only the central Carbon trim can be fi tted

For more information and details of further 
Original John Cooper Works products, visit: 
 www.MINI.com/accessories

The models illustrated may include optional equipment and accessories not fi tted as standard. 

Alterations to specifi cations, standard and optional equipment, and content may occur. Subject 

to error. © BMW AG, Munich, Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly or in part, without written 

permission of BMW AG, Munich. 

Part number       , BB-. Printed in Germany /.

  MINI Paceman

Cross Spoke R in Matt 

Black, .J x  inches

  MINI Countryman

CHAMPIONSHIP sticker set

Package.

www.facebook.com/MINI



Engineering genius, original ideas and sheer passion made John Newton 

Cooper a motor racing legend in his own lifetime – fi rst as a driver, and then 

as a constructor. The fi rst Mini Cooper appeared two years after the launch 

of the original Mini in . Built by Cooper with his own hands, it was an 

incredibly quick and agile car that proved an instant hit with rally drivers and 

ordinary motorist alike and was the start of something very special. Today, 

the John Cooper Works performance components for the MINI Countryman 

and MINI Paceman continue this rich tradition, combining a glorious racing 

past with state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques and testing processes. 

Because energy plus passion is always a winning formula.

A WINNING TRADITION.
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